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 he hallway leading to Andy Stankiewicz’s office 
is lined with 13 framed jerseys, one for nearly each 
ballplayer who starred at Grand Canyon University 
prior to making “The Show.”

The shrine is a constant reminder about what once 
was – and what could be again.

Stankiewicz accepted the job as GCU’s head 
baseball coach last year with a plan to strengthen 
the program through precise recruiting, an 
emphasis on unselfish play and a blueprint to 
return to the postseason. But baseball is a game 
of patience.
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Shifting a program’s philosophy and standards takes time. 
After starting the season 4-8, Stankiewicz left three seniors 
off the team’s roster for a weeklong trip to Hawai‘i with 
concerns about their dedication. The coach said he felt his 
club struggled without the veteran presence but that players 
are beginning to accept the new focus.

Baseball is such a statistical game, and the nature of batter vs. 
pitcher such a singular experience, that young players crave 
individual success.

“We’re trying to get them to understand we don’t care 
about your batting average, your earned-run average,” said 
Stankiewicz, who coached at Arizona State University and in 
the New York Yankees and Seattle Mariners minor-league 
systems after seven years as a big-league infielder.

“We care about how you care about each other,” the coach 
said. “You can lose as a hitter, but we win as a team.”

The Antelopes traveled in March to play the University of 
Tampa, the No. 1-ranked NCAA Division II baseball team. 
Stankiewicz saw the three-game series as a benchmark, and 
GCU took two games to extra innings, winning one of them.

GCU dismissed Dave Stapleton as its head baseball coach 
in March 2011 after 10 years. Last year, University CEO 
Brian Mueller heralded the hiring of Stankiewicz as critical to 

“returning this program to prominence.”

GCU won three successive national championships in 1980-
82 and a fourth in 1986. The University is well known in West 
Coast baseball circles as a top program with a proud history. 
Longtime big-leaguers Tim Salmon and Chad Curtis, 
in addition to current Arizona Diamondbacks infielder 
Cody Ransom, are among the best to play on campus at 
Brazell Stadium.

Stankiewicz was known as an intelligent player and also for 
his hustle and dedication. The undersized utilityman made 
his Major League debut with the Yankees at 27 and went 
on to play with the Houston Astros, Montreal Expos and the 
inaugural 1998 Diamondbacks.

He played in the same Yankees infield as Don Mattingly and 
Wade Boggs. In Houston, Jeff Bagwell received many of his 
putouts, while Craig Biggio helped him turn double plays.

While in Montreal, manager and former player Felipe Alou 
inspired him with his approach in the Expos’ clubhouse. 
Stankiewicz remembered a nine- or 10-game losing streak 
in which he expected the skipper to rage on his players, but 
Alou challenged the club with a humble and calming attitude. 

“He wouldn’t let the outcome of a ballgame affect who he was 
as a person,” Stankiewicz said. “I learned from him that no 
matter how bad we perform, I can’t let them see me panic.”

Stankiewicz’s family settled in Gilbert years ago and his four 
children have grown up in metropolitan Phoenix. In addition 
to playing for the Diamondbacks, he worked as an assistant 
coach at Arizona State University, coaching future big-
leaguers on multiple College World Series runs.

The coach said he accepted the GCU job because it enabled 
him to rebuild a program close to home, but also because he 
respects that the University affords student-athletes and staff 
a place “where you can show your faith freely.”

Dave Serrano, head coach at University of Tennessee, named 
Stankiewicz as an assistant coach on his collegiate Team USA 
coaching staff. The team travels to Cuba and Holland this year 
as part of the 2012 schedule, which probably will create some 
global exposure for GCU’s baseball program with Stankiewicz 
as its international ambassador.

“There’s no better guy than him to learn from on a daily basis,” 
said Serrano, who grew up and played Little League with 
Stankiewicz in southern California.

“When he gets an opportunity to recruit and bring his full 
system in, GCU baseball will be back on the map.”

Stankiewicz tries to avoid coming across like a salesman 
on recruiting visits, yet he wants to emphasize GCU as an 
alternative baseball program to ASU and the University 
of Arizona.

He knows the high-character, all-hustle players he wants to 
build the program around. It’s simply a matter of showing 
them around. And he knows that GCU can sell itself.

“Once we get them on campus, we show them the Arena and 
the Rec Center, the classrooms, the new dorms, and they walk 
away saying, ‘This is legit, this could be a place for me to go to 
school,’” Stankiewicz said. 
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In an era of advanced digital technology, 
the students in Cornel Stemley’s 

physical evidence class could easily complete 
their class assignment with a computer.

However, this semester they were required 
to check fingerprints manually, scrutinizing 
every swirl and ridge of the hand to match a 
latent print pulled from a mock crime scene 
with those from potential suspects.

It’s the essential forensic standard. And it’s the 
same work many will seek after graduation as 
national accreditation, plans for cutting-edge 
labs in the new College of Arts and Sciences building, 
and savvy instructors make GCU a destination for 
criminal justice education.

About 175 students are enrolled in forensic science 
courses. The first graduate is on track for this fall – the 
first of many expected to complete their degrees 
at GCU who share a curiosity about how evidence 
collection, DNA analysis and forensic biology help re-
create crimes.

“It’s like a puzzle, like a movie that has played that you 
have to re-create without having seen it,” said Stemley, 
a forensics instructor and former police officer who 
worked as a federal narcotics investigator in Nebraska 
before joining GCU.

Stemley works full time, teaching five courses and 
assisting students in extracurricular criminal justice 
events. He has organized class ride-alongs with Arizona 
police to expose students to crime-scene management 

in the field, including an April ride-along with police 
on the Navajo Indian reservation in northern Arizona.

Students this semester were required to participate 
in a simulated criminal investigation. They collected 
evidence and developed probable cause to make an 
arrest. They had to go before a judge (Stemley) to show 
cause for a warrant after interviewing witnesses and 
suspects (GCU drama students). In other simulations, 
classes use blood samples and other biological 
evidence collected from students to use as examples.

Simulations stress protecting chain of custody. In 
real life, investigators risk delaying adjudication of 
dangerous felons or falsely convicting innocent people 
if evidence is mishandled – leaving victims’ families 
without resolution.

Forensic science jobs in Phoenix pay more on average 
than similar lab jobs in other markets such as Houston, 
Orlando and Tampa, according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. The Phoenix Police Department’s 

crime lab is only five years old and other city 
departments, such as Scottsdale’s, are hiring 
to staff new crime labs.

Local government positions start can start at 
a $50,000 annual salary while jobs in federal 
or private labs earn more, making the field a 
popular entry-level job.

“It’s not always about working for city 
government,” said Zach Quarles, a forensics 
student in Stemley’s physical evidence class 
who competes in investigation simulations 
with GCU’s Lopes Justice Society club.

“There are private labs, forensic accountants, forensic 
dentists,” Quarles said. “There are something like 40 
different forensic disciplines.”

Melissa Beddow, assistant professor of forensic 
science, helped establish GCU’s program less than one 
year ago. Students must complete foundational classes 
in biology and chemistry before taking forensic science 
courses as soon as the third year.

Beddow added that GCU is seeking accreditation 
for the University’s labs by the American Academy of 
Forensic Sciences. The new Arts and Sciences building 
on the west side of campus will include a DNA analysis 
lab and forensic chemistry lab to train future forensic 
analysts in the fundamentals.

“I think it’s always going to be growing and there’s going 
to be new jobs,” Beddow said. “Once you have a solid 
foundation, you can apply it anywhere.” 

Forensics instructor Cornel Stemley teaches students how to make 
casts of tool imprints, such as the marks left by screwdrivers and 
hammers used in crimes.

Forensic science graduates to enter world of career opportunities
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With an assist from 
GCU, sports-fan 
product poised 
to go big soon

This is just what the American marketplace needs, right? Another 
item of sports memorabilia, to add to the foam fingers and 
bobbleheads already out there.

Actually, there is room for one more. That’s because the Fan Post has a number of 
things going for it, including a GCU connection.

It’s a head-turning conversation piece for office or home. It’s fully customizable. 
It’s interactive. It’s retro cool. And, at first sight, it prompts this kind of reaction, a 
roundabout compliment if there ever was one: “Why didn’t I think of that?”

The Fan Post had its start a few years ago when Ken Sandy of Mesa was involved 
in a finger-football league at his office and built a trophy for the winning team: a 
miniature goalpost made of PVC pipe and accented with a tiny collision bumper, 
resembling the on-the-field kind.

It wasn’t long before everyone wanted one, and Sandy realized he had stumbled 
onto something big. Chris Kirk, an enrollment counselor at GCU, came on board 
to help with the product’s development, and soon Brandon Hesterman and 
Denis Castro also joined the team as the Fan Post expanded to producing mini 
basketball hoops and then baseball, hockey and soccer pieces.

A Denver-based merchandiser, which contracts with eight professional sports 
teams, likes what it sees in the product. The NCAA is in the process of reviewing the 
fledgling company’s application for official licensing. And, through an intermediary, 
the NFL is taking a look.

The product also has caught the attention of Assistant Professor Tim Kelley of 
GCU’s Ken Blanchard College of Business and the campus IDEA club, sponsored 
by Kelley. (The acronym stands for Innovation, Development & Entrepreneurship 
Association.) The Fan Post was selected as an “incubator project” by the club, a way 
of making resources available to assist the launch of a startup.

“The Fan Post represents an innovative product that has true marketability to a large 
audience at a national level,” Kelley says. “The team of partners has worked hard to 
find the right combination of design and functionality.”

The Fan Post’s business plan has been entered in the inaugural Canyon Challenge, 
an upcoming entrepreneurial competition on campus, and the team is honing its 
pitch to potential investors.

“It’s all been self-funded,” Sandy says. “There’s a lot of sweat equity in this. But we’ve 
got a good cost model down, and the value is there for investors.”

The group began the arduous patenting process at the start of last year, knowing it 
would need to protect itself legally. GCU has been approached about providing 
a small manufacturing space on campus, which could help take the product to a 
whole different level.

The goal?

“Total world domination,” Sandy jokes. “We’re engrossed in this. What’s kept us 
going is that it comes down to the fan. (This product) relates to them.”

The team has been experimenting with the addition of sound – squeeze the 
padded bumper and you hear, say, your alma mater’s fight song or your name 
being chanted – along with other technological bells and whistles. 

The gift possibilities seem endless: Father’s Day. Graduations. Employee and athletic 
recognition dinners. These are the things that keep the partners text-messaging 
one another well into the night.

“You almost have to have tunnel vision about this,” Kirk says, admitting to a level of 
obsession about bringing the product to market. “When people see it, they get 
the same excitement we have.”

Says Sandy: “When we look at it, we say, ‘Yesssss!’”

For more about the Fan Post, go to www.thefanpost.com. Videos can be seen 
on YouTube.The Fan Post team (from left): Ken Sandy, Denis Castro, Chris Kirk 

and Brandon Hesterman.
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The touring lifestyle appears glamorous. But 
Moriah Peters understands the reality of the road.

A traveling performing artist can go days without 
seeing the sun through the seemingly endless buses, 
hotel rooms and venues. She endures the daily grind 
to do what she loves most.

Peters, a 19-year-old GCU freshman, spent much of the 
spring semester touring with the Christian music Rock 
& Worship Roadshow. The singer-songwriter is set to 
release her first album, “I Choose Jesus,” in April following 
the success of her soulful single by the same name, which 
is available as a free download at MoriahPeters.com.

Peters said she feels connected to God through music, 
likening God’s grace to the comforting glow of a reading 
lamp that’s gently illuminating her path on tour and in life.

“He’s been giving me enough solid light to see just enough 
of what lies ahead,” Peters said from a Rock & Worship 
tour stop in Nashville.

“I just hope that lives are changed and people are 
encouraged through the music, and that the music points 
people to God, not to me,” Peters said. “I want people to 
be drawn to the message of the song.”

Peters, a marketing major, began taking online classes in 
the spring semester after living on campus and attending 
campus classes in her first semester.

The California native said her songs – such as “No Shame,” 
which she cast from watching a close friend struggle with 

losing her virginity prematurely in high school – explore 
the human condition and God’s forgiveness.

Peters performed in February at US Airways Center in 
Phoenix as part of the Rock & Worship show. After that 
tour, she plans to tour as a special guest with the Christian 
rock band MercyMe.

Singer Amy Grant advised Peters about the touring 
life when Peters visited Grant’s Nashville home several 
months ago. Peters said the veteran singer-songwriter 
counseled her about how to prevent mental or emotional 
breakdown. Grant is scheduled to perform at GCU’s 
graduation in May.

GCU’s campus music minister, Gabriel Salazar, met 
Peters last semester when the freshman sang as part of 
the Monday Chapel worship. He immediately recognized 
the star potential.

“The tone of her voice is very intriguing,” Salazar said. “I 
think that’s what draws people in. It’s not what you’re 
hearing on the radio. Her personality really shines 
through in her music.”

Last year, Peters was accepted as the first Fellow in GCU’s 
Center for Christian Arts program. She was recruited 
to GCU and the fellowship program by the Christian 
marketing team, which discovered her as a staff support 
person with the Rock & Worship tour.

Peters chose GCU over other Christian schools, including 
some near her family’s home in southern California, based 

on concerns that other institutions were too rigorous in 
their religious requirements of students.

“The thing that really inspired me is that (GCU) wanted to 
make Christianity available and make strengthening your 
faith available, through Chapel and everything like that, 
but nothing is forced,” Peters said.

“What GCU does best is encourage people in their faith 
and allow them to make their faith their own.”

Freshman Moriah 
Peters lets God be 
her guide in music
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hree years ago, Jana Johnson awoke from a deep sleep at 
her home in Colorado with God’s voice in her heart. She felt 
compelled to move to China to serve Him in the distant nation.

The 49-year-old mother of five is scheduled to graduate 
from GCU this spring with a bachelor’s degree in Christian 
ministry, completing the degree she began years ago while 
serving a Colorado-based Christian non-profit education 
organization from her post in Beijing.

Johnson will begin taking master’s-level classes for a degree 
in urban ministry later this year after attending spring 
graduation in Phoenix, marking the end to a challenging road 
to earning her degree.

“I have truly been blessed to know someone who exemplifies 
what it means to be a servant leader,” said Sunee Robinson, 
the former GCU enrollment specialist who helped Johnson 
maintain her path to graduation. 

Johnson lives and works in China with her husband, Steve, 
and their 5-year-old son, A.J. She took a break from 
wrapping up her studies to tell GCU Today Magazine about 
her experience studying from the Far East.

How has GCU enable you to achieve your academic 
goals through the online program?

I cannot express enough how the support I received from 
GCU was so key to me finally realizing my dream of holding 

a degree. From Sunee, who brought me in and stayed with 
me through the whole journey, to each of my financial 
advisers, my amazing and gifted professors and most 
important my fellow classmates, who were vital in my learning 
experience and who I was able to share so many personal 
discussions with.

Explain how you are able to attend classes remotely, 
from such a remote country?

We are very blessed to live in Beijing, which is a very modern 
city. I am ahead of Arizona by 13-14 hours, but I have stayed 
on the regular school schedule as if I were living in the U.S. 
I have always felt I am ahead with my discussions and paper 
deadlines, and it is a great feeling to always be ahead.

How will your Christian ministry degree impact your career?

This degree has impacted me deeply. I felt it was a dream that 
I could never realize and to suddenly find myself holding it 
in my hands strikes me to my very soul and brings me to my 
knees in awe. Discussing things of the Father with others and 
learning from their experiences while studying about other 
cultures, religions and beliefs has enhanced my life in China 
and has brought me to a greater understanding of how the 
Father is a global, multicultural and diverse God.

Jana Johnson (with husband Steve and son A.J. at a pagoda in Beijing) has studied for her bachelor’s degree through 
GCU while living in China and working for an American non-profit organization.

A world away, 
an online student 
completes her degree
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In the world of talk radio, where very little 
figures to shock the listening audience 
anymore, there is this:

A Nashville-based host who goes by the on-air 
name of Wally and calls himself “the needle for 
the Christian bubble” is graduating from GCU with 
a master’s degree in leadership and a perfect 4.0 
GPA, earned online.

Even Wally is stunned. And he can’t believe how 
much he enjoyed it.

“I learned how to manage people differently,” he 
says. “I’m very task-oriented, but others aren’t 
necessarily that way.

“I’m using things I learned all the time now. The 
people I work with catch me and say, ‘You’re just 
using school on us, aren’t you?’”

Wally, 43, is the host of “The Wally Show” on 
weekday mornings on WAY-FM, a network of 
Christian radio stations across the country. The 
5-year-old show is especially strong in Tennessee, 
Colorado and Florida and popular with a wide age 
demographic (25-to-54). Wally was recruited to 
GCU by the Christian marketing team as part of a 
national partnership agreement with the network.

He doesn’t mind sticking it to Christians. He’s 
one himself, but he’s not fond of his more literal-
minded listeners.

“We were talking today on the show about movies 
you said you had seen – but hadn’t – because you 
wanted to sound cool,” he says, “and a guy called 
and told me how lying is wrong and it’s against 
what’s in the Bible.

“This guy and I would never be friends. He said, ‘I’ll 
be in heaven.’ And I said, ‘If you had anything to 
do with it, I wouldn’t be.’ God bless the pointy little 
heads out there.”

Wally, who got his start in mainstream radio, calls 
Christian talk “the hardest format I’ve ever done” 
because of an audience that often doesn’t know 
how to take a joke.

“Nuance means everything in this,” he says. “When 
you say what you want to say and make fun of 
something, it comes down to how you say what 
you say.

“People (in the radio industry) respect that I’m 
doing something different. They’ve heard so much 
bad Christian radio that it stands out.”

An online education was something different as 
well. Homework became a late-afternoon ritual 
for Wally and his 13-year-old daughter, who 
could see that he never made excuses for why he 
couldn’t study. He says he even kept up on his class 
assignments during mission trips to Africa and 
Southeast Asia.

He describes adjunct faculty member Taylor Carr 
as a “phenomenal” instructor. Carr says Wally was 
a model student.

“Wow, was I impressed with his level of involvement,” 
Carr says. “He seemed to already have a strong 
grasp of servant leadership, so he was a leader 
in class discussion. And he seemed to be making 
practical use of the course concepts, which as an 
instructor is exactly what we hope for.

“My impression is he’d be a good guy to work for.”

Wally, who has a bachelor’s degree in organizational 
communication from the University of Central 
Florida and wants to teach broadcasting courses 
eventually, says GCU exceeded his expectations.

“You can get online schooling anywhere,” he says, 
“but it comes down to customer service. GCU 
wanted to keep me happy. They took what I said 
seriously and acted quickly on it.

“Customer service separates GCU and makes 
it different. GCU’s whole thing is, ‘How can we 
be better?’”

Christian-radio host 
earns his master’s 
with 4.0 GPA
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Matt Muchna came to GCU for the swimming team. He stayed for the 
Tater Tots.

“I thought, ‘I could eat them every morning if I went here,’” he says of his first visit to the 
Student Union cafeteria while still a high school student from Prescott.

It wasn’t long before he was sampling much more than the crispy little potatoes. 
Muchna’s involvement in campus athletics, activities and causes appears to have set a 
new standard, and he has done it in only three years. He’ll graduate in May, and his flip-
flops will be hard to fill.

Check it out: Business and sociology major. Men’s swimming and cross country teams. 
Hegel Hall resident adviser. Drummer in the pep band. Mentor for underprivileged 
grade-school kids. Contestant in “Mr. GCU.” Even multicultural director of ASGCU, the 
student-government organization.

He explored all of what college had to offer, managing to keep a grin on his face, and 
isn’t that the way it’s supposed to go?

“I’ve always been a little bit ADD,” says Muchna, 20, who arrived at GCU with nearly a 
year’s worth of college credits from Yavapai College, which he attended while still in 
high school.

“Once I learn something, I want a new challenge… I came in with this idea that (college) 
would be what I made of it, and that probably drove me to pursue opportunities 
here. It’s been more than I expected. I’ve learned a lot about leadership, organization, 
friendship and life. It’s pretty cool.”

His summer experiences were even more eclectic. After his first year at GCU, he lived in 
Eugene, Ore., worked construction, hiked a mountain in Canada and visited a friend in 
Europe. After his second year, he worked a job on the beach in Hawai‘i, where he went 
surfing and spear fishing, and also hitchhiked his way up the Pacific Coast to Seattle, 
where he played harmonica on the streets with a friend he had met along the way.

“I met some of the nicest people,” he says of hitching, “but my mom doesn’t like me 
doing it.”

He comes by the wanderlust naturally. The son of a veterinarian father and nutritionist 
mother, he was born on a farm in Iowa and lived in Mississippi before the family moved 
to Arizona. (That’s multicultural, for sure.)

“My dad’s kind of like me,” Muchna says, “and he gets bored easily. He once sold 
hydroponic vegetables out of our basement. He has done acupuncture on animals and 
now he’s teaching at Yavapai.”

However, even a Tater Tot-loving free spirit can run out of fuel. Toward the end of 
Muchna’s second year, he considered dropping out of GCU, thinking that he needed 
a break.

“You could finish in a year,” an academic adviser told him, persuading him to stick it out.

He’s glad he did – “I realized that if I left, I’d want to come back and finish,” he says –and 
he’s up for whatever’s next, mentioning Central America as a possible postgraduate 
destination.

“I don’t have any debt and I’m not in a serious relationship – that’s a shout-out to the 
ladies,” Muchna says, laughing. “I’ll never be in this position again. For the future Matt, 
I need to go explore.

“I’m still trying to figure me out.”

In just three years, 
free spirit has done 
it all at GCU
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Contractor’s fingerprints 
are all over the new GCU

There’s something Butch Glispie wants you to 

know, in addition to the fact that he doesn’t spell 

it “Gillespie.”

He wants you to know how much he loves GCU.

“I wake up every morning and can’t wait to get here,” 

says Glispie, 60, the owner of Pono Construction 

in Glendale.

In some respects, that’s what you’d expect to hear 

from a contractor juggling multiple building projects 

on campus. GCU has been good business for Pono, 

and Glispie is glad to have that business in a 

challenging economy.

But there’s more to it for Glispie, a graduate of South 

Mountain High School in Phoenix who attended 

Arizona State University. He has built everything from 

Arizona mobile-home parks to Beverly Hills custom 

homes in his career, and he says GCU has been unique.

“The team concept here isn’t the norm, and that makes 

it so much fun for us,” he says. “We try to bring a little 

more into each project that we’ve done here. You 

usually don’t get that opportunity. You build one thing 

and that’s it.

“Each time, it gets a little better.”

Glispie’s work can be seen all over the west Phoenix 

campus, starting with the North Rim Apartments, built 

more than 25 years ago. This year, Pono is putting up 

two residence halls, a parking garage and a four-story 

College of Arts and Sciences building that Glispie says 

has been the company’s most challenging structure yet.

The number of projects and the speed involved 

in their execution could be stressors, but Pono’s 

steady approach helps keep the work – and emotions 

– under control.

“People do make mistakes,” Glispie says, “but our 

goal is to help them and not holler at them. Our 

subcontractors love working with us. I like to be more 

of a cheerleader, and we work hard to avoid conflict.”

Want proof? When Pono served as title sponsor of 

the recent Run to Fight Children’s Cancer 5K and 10K 

races on campus, its subcontractors kicked in $10,000 

to the cause. And Glispie, who’s in excellent shape, ran 

in the 5K.

“That was a great opportunity to give something 

back, and we had a great time,” he says of the event, 

which raised more than $40,000 for the Children’s 

Cancer Network.

Bob Machen, GCU’s senior vice president for 

campus development, appreciates the ease of working 

with Glispie.

“He’s such a smart contractor,” Machen says. “We can sit 

down with him and in a couple of hours have an idea of 

the cost and how long it will take. He really cares about 

what he’s doing on this campus.”

With the abundance of work can come a surplus of 

obstacles, according to Glispie.

“During a downturn, no one stocks materials, so you 

need to think far enough ahead to get things when you 

need them,” he says. “That’s a big challenge. If you’re 

looking only to next week or next month, you’re dead. 

You’ve got to be so much farther ahead.”

But when he pauses to survey all that he has helped put 

in place, he’s pleased.

“You stand at the Arena and look back (north), and it’s 

just incredible,” he says.

•	 North Rim Apartments (1986)
•	 Student Union (2003)
•	 Hegel Hall (2003)
•	 Education building (2010)
•	 Canyon Hall (2010)
•	 Prescott Hall (2011)
•	 Camelback Hall (2012)
•	 Sedona Hall (2012)
•	 Arts and Sciences building (2012)
•	 Camelback Road parking garage (2012)

Butch Glispie outside the new College of Arts 
and Sciences building on campus.
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